Year 3 Autumn 2 Overview 2020

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

Week 12

Week 13

Stone Age Boy - Debate, letter writing and an adventure story

Week 14

Week 15

Performance Poetry
- Performing poems

Magical Christmas writing a variety of
different genres

English

Firework Poems

Spelling

Adding es to
nouns and
verbs

Words ending
in el

Adding ed, ing, er
and est

Adding ed, ing, er
and est

Contractions

Possessive
Apostrophe

Dge

Conjunctions
(including
coordinating –
FANBOYS) to link
ideas

Expanded Noun
Phrases

Conjunctions of
debate and
Sequential
conjunctions

Apostrophes of
contraction

Short sentences

Punctuating dialogue

Vocabulary Building =
Performance Poetry

SPaG

Vocabulary building
Sentence types
(simple, compound
and complex)

Reading
Maths
Science
P.E.

Comprehender - Cross curricular link with Stone Age history topic: sequencing, skimming and scanning and fact retrieval
Multiplication
Division
Rocks and Soils - compare different kinds of rocks , describe how fossils are formed and recognise that soils are made from rocks and organic matter
Gym - Jumps - Practise a range of jumps, create a sequence and perform this

Games

Netball or Hockey - Learn the basic for both invasion games and begin to put these into small games

Computing

Basic ICT skills, Typing and E-Safety – Here, we further our understanding of how to keep ourselves and others safe online

History (Aut2))
R.E.

Stone Age - What prehistory means, how we find out about the past and explore what it was like to live in the Stone Age and compare this
with living in the Iron Age
Celebrations - different celebrations and their importance in Christianity

PDL

Self-esteem & Growth Mindset - What this is, how it helps us to learn and how it links to our WE CARE skill of ambition

DT
French

Stone Age Tool Belts - Cross-curricular link to History. Children design and make a tool belt for a Stone Age man.
Greetings, Numbers, Colours - Children learn simple greetings, counting and colours

Music

Rock Music - Explore the different sounds that we can make with instruments, listen for a range of musical features through the genre of
rock music and compose our own rock songs in groups

